This second programme of participatory activities at actacentre in Bedminster, South
Bristol, once again supported by BIG Lottery Reaching Communities, (following on
from the support of acta’s original programme in 2011 – 2015), set out to involve
vulnerable people of all ages to:•
•
•

tackle social isolation and loneliness
improve health and well-being
and increase confidence and other transferable skills

Get Together would once again bring people together to participate in weekly arts
activities, working towards a series of community events, sharing opportunities or
performances for local audiences.
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In a development from the original programme, vulnerable people would be
targeted from a wider geographical area (locally in Bedminster and across the City
of Bristol,) and the focus would be on making a difference to participants through
the weekly workshop process, with fewer large scale community events. (The
original programme had delivered a series of larger events including the very first
Bedminster Winter Lantern Parade and a Summer Intercultural Festival.)
The start of the programme coincided with the opening of the newly extended acta
centre, now with a second workshop space, the Studio, and a larger, welcoming
foyer and Theatre Bar area at the front. The building was set up to deliver a
weekly programme of workshops that could continue throughout, with shows and
participatory workshops offered simultaneously.
Furthermore, for this second Get Together programme, partnership funding would be
sought to support the Reaching Communities grant, to both extend the breadth and
quality of the 15 - 18 programme, and to secure ongoing activities beyond the end of
the programme in 2018/19.
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Starting on 7 September 2015, at least five regular weekly workshops were
offered at the acta centre throughout the three years. Although mainly a term-time
programme, additional one-off projects and extra rehearsals were also added in
school holidays; e.g. on 8 April 2016, a “play in a day” challenge for local children
took place in the acta theatre, with a performance presented to family & friends at
the end of the day.
There were six main projects included in the weekly programme, detailed in the
following pages.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making Time for older people (page 5)
acta Company, an evening community theatre group for adults (page 16)
Phoenix Theatre for young adults (pages 18)
Bedminster Youth Theatre for young people (page 24)
Community Choir, for all ages (page 26)
The Thursdays, a daytime community theatre group for adults (page 34)
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Making Time
Making Time, an arts group for older people, led by Katie Delaney, acta Production
Manager, began at acta centre as part of the first Get Together programme, and set
out to engage new people in this next programme from September 15. In the first
year, the group engaged 15 older people in a series of intergenerational workshops
& events with local schoolchildren and pre-school families at acta centre.
An outreach programme was also developed at three new community venues
across the City, in Withywood, Knowle and Lawrence Weston, successfully engaging
a total of 34 new older beneficiaries in a short series of arts & crafts workshops.
However, older people from the outreach projects were not able to sustain any longterm involvement, as they could not travel to participate in actacentre workshops.
Starting in January 17, acta piloted a new initiative to engage isolated and lonely
participants from the local area, Day Trippers, and delivered a total of six days
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through the Spring and Summer terms, successfully engaging 15 new beneficiaries.
Participants were some of the most isolated that acta had ever come across.
They received a hot lunch and took part in arts & social activities, including two
intergenerational workshops with a class of children from the local primary school.
A volunteer team of participants from other acta groups were recruited to support
the initiative, helping with transport, serving lunches, supporting the workshops and
befriending group members.
In year three, starting September 17, a decision was taken to invite the new Day
Trippers participants along to Making Time, by introducing the hot meal, volunteer
team and minibus transport support to the Making Time offer; in effect, combining
the two projects. This proved hugely successful, with a series of workshops involving
up to 25 isolated older people each week, creating their very own puppet show,
Phoebe’s Adventure, which performed to local schoolchildren in Spring 18.
Group members enjoyed reading the feedback from the children invited along from
Compass Point School to see Phoebe’s Adventure. Their favourite comments from
the children were:

When the World War 2 happened children got sent off to the countryside
to be safe from bombs. Adults had to stay…Children got evacuated from
their homes and also schools and homes got hit down by bombs...
Group members gave their own feedback on their experience:
We started as strangers and now we’re friends. That really means a lot…
We all got such a lot out of it… What came across for me [in the feedback
from the children] was that the whole group mentioned it really was a group
performance… I was impressed by how the children reacted; I didn’t expect
that, it surprised me. They didn’t expect it to be so professional…I think the
kids were wonderful, they really reacted… It brought me out of my shell. I
get a big glow from the lot of you, from coming here. I’ve never been in a
place like here. I thank you…This journey’s not over yet; we’re going on to
do great things; this is just the beginning.

I like it so much; I want to join in…
I wish we could see your next performance…
Thank you for giving up your time.
Children from Parson Street Primary, who also came to see a performance, provided
feedback in response to two questions – What was your favourite part of the show,
and what did you learn about the past when you watched the show?
The huge range of answers from the children illustrated how much children
benefitted from the experience, detailing every part of the performance in huge
detail, and showed how much the older members of Making Time had to offer
children in their community in terms of helping them to understand the past:

Image: ‘Phoebe’s Adventure’ by Kathryn Hopkins
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The two acta facilitators also provided a series of observations on the progress
of individual group members through the project (individuals’ names have been
removed):
It’s a lifeline of independence for her, it’s something that’s for her, outside of
caring for her husband. Her age and health had really diminished her role in
the community so this group offers her a place to belong.
She has had a stroke and has problems with language and finding her words.
She has begun to speak with confidence in the group. When she first came
she was supported by her brother, but now she comes independently.
She is very supportive in the group, the group gives her a sense of purpose.
She is very quiet but spoke on stage in the show, which she never thought she
would do. She said she surprised herself.
Her confidence has really improved and she has made new friends and
connections in the group. She performed on stage, which is something that
she wasn’t sure about to begin with.
He wasn’t sure about doing a performance at first, but came to be pivotal in
the show. He was surprised by the interaction with the children and how much
they got from it.
She became really invested artistically in the show. Her mobility limits her;
she struggles to get out of the house. The social interaction is really important
to her as she is particularly isolated.
She stood up at choir and told the group how proud she was of the show
and how much it had meant to her to be involved. She couldn’t believe it when
we rang to check how she was getting on, as we hadn’t seen her; she cried
because she couldn’t believe she’d be missed.

Image: ‘Phoebe’s Adventure’ by Kathryn Hopkins
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At the end of the programme in Summer 2018, group members were asked to
respond to a series of questions about their involvement, and provided the following
responses:How did you find out about the group?
Word of mouth… Church or MOB …Dementia navigator brought me along
initially… My son found out about you and thought I would be interested…
My care worker came with me… Don’t remember… When someone
phoned… Support worker… At the surgery… Local knowledge…Through
a friend, though I ended up volunteering with the group …Through Neil
coming to (a local history group) as a speaker… From a friend.

What does Making Time bring to your week?
Meeting lots of lovely people! Just waiting to be absolutely ready; thank
you driver of our bus… The main meal… Gets me out of the house… I look
forward to Tuesday, meeting other people… It makes me feel good… I will
miss it (over the long summer break) the group and staff is wonderful…
Something to look forward to … Meeting people… I enjoy coming with
other people and being in a group with other people… Meeting people and
helping other people…Time to be with others so I am not on my own. Have
a laugh. Fullfillment! Fun and laughter (and lunch!)… Friendship, a chance
to meet other people and to talk… A chance to meet new people… I always
find a lovely welcome is waiting for us from all the helpers. It gets me out of
the house and look forward to a different day.
Image: ‘Phoebe’s Adventure’ by Kathryn Hopkins
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How does it make you feel? Has it made a difference?
Makes me feel good… Happy to attend… It has made a difference…
Gives me something to do…Meeting people once a week is enjoyable…
Yes, it has made a difference to me with my confidence… Yes, it has made
a difference and made me sociable and get me back out… It is so nice to
go out and meet people. It has made a difference to me. Very nice of them
to do it for us…Yes, itt has made a difference. It helps me. Relaxing having
the group, other people, it makes a morning out, it’s good… Happier and
glad to make friends and other people.. Makes me feel good and I do look
forward to coming here…Makes me feel good helping other people… It’s
opened up other opportunities within acta… It makes me happy to know
there is someone who will listen, in the past months this has helped me a
lot… A chance to speak out and to have a laugh… It makes my week and
something to look forward to.
Do you feel like you’ve made new friends?
How has Making Time helped you to build new friendships?
Yes, nice to meet new people… Yes, talking around the meal time… I
have made a few friends… I’ve come to enjoy new friends and talking about
the past… Yes, I have made new friends and the social side of it… Made
new friends… It’s nice meeting people together… Yes, chatting and helping
people less able than myself… Yes, being involved with others…
Yes, with other volunteers… I have made new friends and when I shop
I often meet people from acta who always say hello… As a single person
it’s nice to mix with others… I have made lovely friends and given me more
confidence.

Image: ‘Phoebe’s Adventure’ by Kathryn Hopkins
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What, if any, other social groups do you attend in the week?
Half of the group members responded to this question by either saying that this was
the only group they attend, or by explaining that they also attend a second acta
group, the Choir or Thursday drama group. The other half of the group members
mentioned a weekly bingo or church group, or a health support group e.g. dementia
or stroke support.
I like the clubs because I spend a lot of time on my own, so I feel a bit
lonely sometimes.
What are your highlights from the year of Making Time?
Giving time and enjoying doing so…The play… Main meal … Doing the
show… Playing grandad in the show… Playing the silver fox… Seeing the
children… Making puppets, show, children, community lunch… Doing the
show, and the meal and seeing things come together…Seeing children,
making objects… Seeing my friends and being with others… The plays…
Watching and being in Phoebe’s adventure; wonderful to see it coming
together and everyone enjoying it… Puppet show…Working together and
putting on the play and making the children happy…I have made some
lovely friends and enjoyed everything that we do, I like the plays we have
done.

Image: ‘Phoebe’s Adventure’ by Kathryn Hopkins
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acta Company
A Monday evening theatre activity for a diverse range of adults interested in
developing their performance skills, created and performed three original community
shows in year one, What Can You See Under the Sea? a very popular daytime
performance for pre-school families that performed in the Studio, and two evening
theatre shows, Only the Lonely and Sisters. In the second year of the programme,
the whole company (11 people) produced the actacentre festive family show in
December, Bizarre Bazaar; 7 performances for a local audience totalling 556 people,
84% of whom only occasionally or rarely attend the theatre.
In the third year, a smaller company of six women produced a new historical show,
Ladies’ Mile, based on the memoirs of Victoria Hughes in 1930s Bristol, on “Ladies’
Mile.”
In addition, weekly workshops (with a total of 16 participants) explored new ideas
for the group’s next big show. In the final summer months of the programme,
acta Company devised a festive family show to perform beyond the end of the
programme in December 18, Circus of Marvels.

Image: ‘Ladies’ Mile’ by Mark Simmons
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Phoenix
A Thursday evening young adults (16 – 25 yrs) theatre group for people with a
wide range of different backgrounds and vulnerabilities, led by Ingrid Jones, acta
Associate Director, working with a second acta facilitator.
In the first year, this group engaged 26 participants, of whom a large cast of 18
performed in the festive family actacentre show in December, Wishing for Winter.
A new group in 2016 then worked on their next show, Three Green Bottles, which
performed in October. Later in this second year of the programme, Phoenix once
again engaged new joiners, and were given the task of creating another festive
family show in December 17.
An evaluation with those who took part in the final show, A Bit of Imagination,
showed that half were in full-time education, two had full-time jobs, three worked
part-time, one was unemployed and one is a full-time mum. A truly inclusive group,
whilst only one or two group members identified as disabled, a third of the group
have an impairment or learning difficulty such as ADHD, Asperger’s or other autism
profile.
For the final show produced in December 2017, individual targets were set in
the summer term, to focus group members through the rehearsal and production
process. There were eleven weekly rehearsals in the autumn term, leading to
a series of six full capacity performances for local people in the acta theatre in
December.
The group facilitators conducted full evaluations with 14 young adults (including
three slightly older participants, aged 26-27 years), all of whom performed in the
annual production in December.
All group members stated that they participate in Phoenix for a combination of

Image: ‘Three Green Bottles’ by Kathryn Hopkins
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reasons that included a love of acting and feeling welcome and at home in the
group, to improve their confidence and self-esteem, and for the social aspect:

After the performances in December, group members were asked to look back at
the targets they set themselves, to review how they had progressed. All agreed that
they had achieved their goals.

“It’s like a family”
“If I didn’t have this, what would I do?”
“Time to be with other young people, need a break from own thoughts,
really good to be here and not think about things.”
“I’m always really happy when I’m here!”
“Drama makes me feel capable; my disability has been a knock to my
confidence.”
“Helps me to get out of the house, got anxiety – helps with selfconfidence.”
All participants were asked to set themselves goals to achieve through this year’s
project, and they set a range of targets that included improved:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

communication and presentation skills;
acting skills e.g. voice projection;
confidence;
mental health / well-being;
social interaction / making new friends;
team working skills;
creative skills / using my imagination;
recognition from local audience.

“I have really enjoyed it, thank you so much for building me up and having
confidence in me when I did not feel confident in myself. It has also really
lifted my mood.”
“Great! I feel like I was able to capture both (characters) really well and
was able to make each role individual. I feel that I did this through voice
and
posture difference.”
“I was loud and clear, remembered everything. Found it very hard to
cope with the pressures of the show, being there on time and being happy
back stage when going through everything I am going through. Found
it physically and mentally a real challenge and didn’t cope very well
backstage, but pulled it together
when on stage.”
“In terms of my social skills, there are some things I still feel I struggle to
understand; however, there have been some improvements. Contrasting to
this: my ability to work in a team has been honed massively… I feel that our
performance yesterday was exceptional. (My character) was incredibly well
received and I was proud to deliver a good performance.”
“It’s gone really well. I’ve been able to help everyone be happy, and I’ve
felt more confident with my performing.”
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“It went really well and I loved working with everyone. Yes I achieved my
goals. I made people laugh in the audience.”
“I missed quite a few rehearsals due to ill health. But it all came together in
the end. I shared ideas and became more confident in the group. Felt really
comfortable in the team. It has given me confidence in using my chair in
performing. I want to go on and do more outgoing things…”
“Audience did chuckle at me… heard laughs from the audience, they
seemed to really like me.”
“I learnt that less is more! I’ve gained more confidence in myself. I feel
we’ve gotten closer as a group whilst doing the show and support and love
from everyone has been great… going through a tough time this last month
I couldn’t have gotten through it without everyone. So thank you.”
Some new young adults joined Phoenix in the New Year (2018), joining existing
younger members to make a new group who met for weekly spring term workshops,
devising new material for the next annual production. The group continues to
engage new members, and spent the summer months finalising the script and
casting their next show, The Underworld, performing in November.

Image: ‘A Bit of Imagination’ by Mark Simmons
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Youth Theatre
A youth theatre for young people who don’t normally get involved in drama & theatre
for one or more of the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

They don’t think they’re good enough
They don’t feel that confident
Their parents can’t afford it
English isn’t their first language
They find it hard to make friends
They can’t access other groups easily

A total of 20 young people engaged in the first year of the youth theatre, performing
in their very own annual production in April 2016, The Battle of the Ones.
Most of the local audience for this show were friends & family of the cast, and for
many, it was the first time they’d watched them perform. Over two thirds of the
audience were people who do not regularly attend theatre.
The audience feedback included:
All the actors were well prepared and looked as though they were
enjoying themselves…Confidence of all (was) apparent…. It was
very funny – they all did so well! … loyalty and unity of cast… Gained
confidence; working together… Happiness, friendship, part of a team…
They are clearly building in confidence, and have learnt how to let a natural
dialogue become part of the show… Keep on going, it is fabulous to see
them develop and making together.
Image: ‘Time Travel is Only a Stone’s Throw Away’ by Mark Simmons
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A series of Summer taster workshops following this show successfully engaged new
young people who were keen to start regular youth theatre workshops in the next
academic year.
In the second year (2016/17) of the programme, two separate youth theatres met
through the Autumn and Spring terms and performed in the acta theatre at the end
of November and March. The focus in this year was to offer an opportunity to the
most vulnerable children and young people who had expressed an interest in getting
involved, or had been referred to acta, to ensure that they had a service to engage
with.
By this point, acta had heard that significant new funding had been secured from
the Youth Investment Fund for an acta youth theatre network across the City (2017
– 20), so young people who were engaging in Get Together went on to join the YIF
programme from September 17; the Bedminster youth theatres were no longer
delivered as part of the Get Together programme in the final year (2017/18).

Community Choir
An intergenerational choir had been set up at actacentre as part of the first Get
Together programme in 2011/12, led by freelance acta facilitator, Sarah Scott, and
had been hugely successful in terms of engaging new isolated people of all ages
for the first time, improving health and well-being and often signposting people on to
other arts activities too. In the first year of this new programme, a total of 46 people
(including 22 older people and 5 children & young people) engaged in the weekly
choir workshops, and performed at acta centre events in October, December and
June.
Then in the second year, choir focused on preparing songs for the Blood on the Coal
show, an original new community play based on Bedminster local mining heritage,
which they performed together with the Thursdays drama group, early in the final

Image: ‘Blood on the Coal’ by Mark Simmons
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year, in October 2017.
Choirs members all completed questionnaires to feedback to acta staff after their
performance week, and their comments are included here:What was the best thing about performing Blood on the Coal?
Satisfaction of being a large group working together to achieve
something… Hearing the audience clap and being part of it.. Getting better
with practice, working with a team of lovely folk, having an enthusiastic and
clear choir leader… Meeting the actors and learning the story… Sharing
the experience.. It gave us the opportunity to sing as a choir, but also to
get involved with the play and other members of acta… fun, friendship,
building, performing, laughing, crying, caring… The sense of being part
of something… The atmosphere… I enjoyed singing very much, and
sharing the experience with the rest of the choir and cast, and the audience
reaction…Camaraderie… Letting people know the story, especially from
outside the area…Telling a true, educational story about local history with
original songs … All of it. But mainly the union miners’ song… The bonding
across the board and making new friends…The community of it all… It’s
always exciting doing a performance, especially the feeling of working
together in a group…The whole business of coming together with the
drama group… Getting to meet all the cast and work together on telling
a local story… Being part of a successful performance.

Image: ‘Blood on the Coal’ by Mark Simmons
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How did singing in the show make you feel?
Proud…Good… Brill! Proud to be part of it… Shattered, but really
good and elated… Challenged… I always enjoy singing in the choir and
it’s even better when you get good feedback from the audience e.g.
applause, standing ovation…Great!...Thanks to the encouragement and
enthusiasm, I felt proud to be part of the show…Emotional! The subject
matter was quite hard hitting, and the songs carried the emotions.. Alive…
Great!... Good… Happy and exhilarated… Proud… Happy…Elated, but
also quite tired… Very good and more very good… It was often tiring (and
quite uncomfortable and hot!) but singing is always uplifting, working to a
common goal…. Really good. Tiring, but very worth the while. Very moving
experience…I felt fantastic, I was really proud… Very good indeed.
Did you know anyone who came to see the show, and if yes, what did they
think about it?
They thought it was really good, but also quite sad…Yes, they enjoyed
it and were glad they came…Absolutely brill…
Yes, lots of positive
feedback… My mother and grandson came to see the show. They both
enjoyed it even though there are 90 years difference in their ages…They
enjoyed it .. Yes, enjoyed learning about the local history…The people
who came to see the show (friends and family) thought it was absolutely
fantastic…My neighbour thought it was brilliant…They thought it was
really good. It was a sad and dramatic story…Yes – great!..Yes, all 3
performances. They really enjoyed it, very good story.. Excellent, good
story, great acting and singing. Able to hear everything… Yes, several
people, and all I have heard were words of praise. This included two

who say they saw the show Thursday night (and I met them on the bus
stop) who thought it was very professional… Yes, very entertaining…yes,
family-wonderful… They really enjoyed it; I was surprised at their
emotional reaction and found it really moving in parts…My dad, girlfriend
and girlfriends mum came. They were really impressed. They loved
everyone’s commitment and learning a forgotten history… Very good, truly
very good. Impressive storytelling – “The call to strike brought hairs up
on the back of my neck.”
Just two members of choir reported that they did not know anyone in the audience.
What could have been better?
Maybe we could have started practicing (the songs from the show) later.
It did drag on a bit… A longer run?..Having some air, really, really hot
on stage!...Preparing over two terms, but not with the long summer holiday
between, and singing a few more non-show songs at choir sessions…
A couple more rehearsals with costumes/props etc might have
helped the show to reach its peak earlier..Me!.. Air conditioning during
the performance, very hot on stage… Friday night-too hot! More air
conditioning… Not so hot! The actors were a bit under-prepared on the first
night, but they did get better… Some voices slightly louder… Sometimes
the performance slowed when focus was lost and this was a pity because
the dramatic moments were excellent… There are always teething
problems and little mistakes but they are all part of the experience.
One more performance? The actors could have focused on really
learning cues and stage movements.
A third of choir members responded to this question by saying not sure or nothing.
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Do you prefer performing as part of an acta theatre show, or would you like
more opportunities for choir to sing on their own? Why?
Most people responded that they like both equally, although a few expressed more
of a preference:I like both, one play a year plus as much choir only stuff as we can
manage would be ideal… Both. Love both opportunities … I like doing
both, variety is good… Enjoyed the show, but choir performance are
more specific to a greater variety of songs… I’d like a mix of both! I enjoy
being part of a play and storytelling but I’d like the choir to showcase their
skills alone as well…Both, but would enjoy choir performances more. I
don’t like wearing costume! … First and foremost singing with the choir,
but really enjoyed being part of a show…Both! I enjoy being able to invite
family and friends to watch…I like both equally… I think both are really
good. Shows take a lot of effort and time so it’s good to do these less often.
The choir should probably have the opportunity to do more on their own…
Would like more opportunities to perform on our own… Either as long as
we keep singing. Perform in a show if possible… I prefer performing as
part of the acta theatre because there is less attention on you and it is
more fun… Lovely to be part of a show as we complemented each other
(choir and drama team) … I like performing as part of a show but I think it’s
important for the choir to do both… I like performing as part of an acta show
because there is less attention on us and we can sing for longer but it’s less
intense... I really like performing in a theatre show, I don’t know if as many
people would come to see choir perform. I like having a theme, it gave
the songs more power.

Image: ‘acta Community Choir’ by Mark Simmons
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The community choir, with a core of over 30 members aged 11 – 87 years,
performed at acta shows and events throughout the programme, and produced an
end of Get Together concert in July 2018.

The Thursdays
A daytime theatre activity, the Thursdays, an open access theatre workshop for
any adults free on a Thursday morning, had previously met at acta centre and
produced Sisters, Land of Lost Things and The Crossroads, as part of acta’s Arts
& Communities programme in 2014 -16. The group was relaunched for the second
Get Together programme in March 16, engaging six new members together with
eight existing community performers, and created a new show, High & Dry, which
performed later that year in September; two public performances to a total audience
of 131 local people.
Following the success of the High & Dry performances, 24 new beneficiaries of all
ages and cultures were engaged in weekly workshops through 2017. By the start of
rehearsals in the summer, a total of 16 community performers had committed to the
production of the Blood on the Coal community play, which they performed together
with 26 members of the community choir in October 17; three full capacity public
performances to an audience for whom 81% were not regular theatre-goers.
Neil Beddow, Artistic Director and facilitator of the Thursdays wrote in October 17:We have always loved finding lost and forgotten stories and using theatre to
bring them back into public knowledge, and the idea for this show has been
around for a while; in part growing out of a conversation with Stef Brammar
from WOW. Many people who walk the streets of Bedminster aren’t aware of
the abandoned mines beneath their feet, nor the struggles and hardship of the
men and their families. So, having determined to raise local awareness

Image: ‘High & Dry’ by Mark Simmons
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of this rich heritage, last year we began to research the history of the industry,
bringing together our community choir and our daytime community theatre
group, the Thursdays, to develop and perform the show.
Over the past 10 months, Sarah and the choir have found songs and written
new songs, to illustrate and underpin the action, while the Thursdays have
been researching stories and recorded memories from the long history of the
mines, and using them as the basis for improvised scenes which have come
to form the body of Blood on the Coal. The stories of the Bedminster coal
mines stretch back hundreds of years; too many stories to tell in one short
play. We decided to focus on the late 19th century, and a story we found of
the Malago Pit, while setting this period, and story, in the context of the whole
history.
The approach to the piece was always to blend the songs with theatre, and
use narrative to link and elaborate the story. Originally the performers were to
be nameless storytellers, but as devising went on, characters began to form,
and personal storylines developed, so that eventually, and unexpectedly, there
were a series of small story threads running through the play. It all became
more personal to the devisers as they became more aware of the hardships of
the time.
We used a variety of sources; Victorian reports on social conditions in
Bedminster, the wonderful Miners Memories of the South Bristol Coalfield,
recently reprinted by Roy Gallop and Fiducia Press, and also the exhaustive
research of Mike Taylor and Maggie Shapland in Bristol’s Forgotten Coalfield
Bedminster.
Over 60 people of all ages have been involved in the creation and
development of Blood on the Coal, and we have found it a moving and

and enlightening experience. Everyone has engaged in the project, and
connected to the stories, with many cast and choir members finding links to
this particularly fascinating past within their own families and experiences. We
certainly feel, by the end of this process, that we all know so much more about
the coal mines of Bedminster, and feel a close connection to the men and
women who struggled so hard, in such harsh circumstances to ‘keep fire on
the hearth’.
Group members all completed questionnaires to feedback to acta staff after their
performance week, and their comments are included here:What was the best thing about making and performing Blood on the Coal?
Making a community. I think acta not only works with the community,
but brings them into being where they weren’t before. I now feel part
of this area and can walk down the road and say hello to people. It has
opened up so many other activities too…
I came late to the production as I am a new member of acta, but was
delighted to see that people are able to give suggestions and ideas.
The directors were very encouraging too, and complimentary.
The songs too were amazing…
The camaraderie. Seeing the production through from devising it to the
actual performance. Doing research which made me feel very emotionally
involved in the piece… Pushing the boundaries of my comfort zone in
performing. Working with an interesting group of people..
Having the opportunity to take part… Group participation…
A new experience … Being part of a fantastic show… No best thing.
It was all brilliant!...Stimulating, challenging and therapeutic!...
Everything looked so real.
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How do you feel about it all?
I found it very challenging, with all the changes and improvisation it
was quite difficult, but I felt more confident as I went along and it really
did come together. Exciting. Very fulfilling. I have always wanted to be
involved in drama but the opportunity has not presented itself. It has been
an opportunity for me to grow on many levels. A sense of achievement after
the performances... It was an amazing experience and met some wonderful
people who I would never have met. It was a brilliant experience having
never done this before. Just wish I hadn’t made the mistakes I made...
Elated…Good. Glad it’s over!... It was quite challenging at times and
I had to come out of my comfort zone, but I am really glad I made the
effort… I’m going to miss it but looking forward to the next one…Very
positive… I’m glad I’ve finished, as it was more difficult than the
other performance that I was in…
Did anything about it surprise you? Anything unexpected?
Just the whole process surprised me, lots of unexpected things but it
is a truly diverse and inclusive group. I was also amazed by young Izzy
who sang solo with such confidence. That I actually performed! I have
never done this before and found the prospect very scary. I enjoyed the
performance element within the group. Everything! The explosion going off
at the beginning of the first performance. Wondered what it was?!... How
well the audience related to the story and how well it was received…The
quality of the production, particularly the music and positive reaction we
got… How it panned out through the performances. How the group started
to get once we got underway. The feel good factor. That a rag-tag bunch of
misfits like us managed to produce a pretty good piece of work!
Image: ‘Blood on the Coal’ by Mark Simmons
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Did you know anyone who came to see the show, and if yes,
what did they think about it?
It was sold out, but I managed to get my friend in on the Saturday
matinee and she thought it was great. Very powerful, poignant, funny and
educational. She felt quite emotional in the sad parts, so it definitely moved
her. My sister and brother came and other family members and friends.
They all enjoyed it and found the material very interesting and were also
very interested in community theatre which they were quite new to.
Mum, husband, and three friends came. So many more wanted to come…
They thought it was brilliant and very moving.. Nine people I knew came
to see the show and all had positive feedback, mainly excellent.. Yes, very
entertaining… Yes, they said it was amazing which pleased me a lot….
They loved it…Very good. Great storytelling…. A regular customer at St
Stevens Café, a place where I work, (came to see me in it)… My friends
came and found it very informative, moving and well executed.
What could have been better?
Maybe a bit more rehearsal to help people feel more confident and I
would have liked a longer run to really relax into the performances and
have more chance of tickets…. A bit more time to rehearse at the end…
Maybe a couple more dress rehearsals, the performance improved over the
three days!?... I don’t feel that any improvement anywhere is necessary…
I personally feel that nothing could have improved the performance by all
involved … Some of the dialogue could have been more fluent…Me!..
My performances on both Friday and Saturday…. Rehearsals,
and focus on using call-sheets.
Image: ‘Blood on the Coal’ by Mark Simmons
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The Blood on the Coal show really helped to enthuse new group members to get
involved. A new project continues beyond the end of this programme, with final
rehearsals for their forthcoming show, Plastic Fantastic, performing October 2018.

Image: ‘Blood on the Coal’ by Mark Simmons

Would you like to do something like this again, and if so, would you do anything
differently next time?
Yes. I would get involved at the beginning of the production so that I
could experience the whole process. It is a really exciting, empowering
experience with a very welcoming group. Thank you…. I would like to do a
light hearted thing as a contrast…. I think so! I did find it quite challenging
and it pushed the edges of my comfort zone, but I feel it was a very
valuable experience and has helped my confidence… YES! Surprise me!...
Try not to make the mistakes I made this time. Find a way to remember my
cues… Not smile when about to do a serious scene!...Yes.?... Yes I would
do it again. I respect the directors and am happy to follow their advice…
Can’t wait until next time. Would love to do more character development
work…Yes! I liked the choirs input.
Image: ‘High & Dry’ by Mark Simmons
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600 people of all ages and cultures, including 260 local schoolchildren, have made
a positive contribution to their local community and environment and developed
a stronger social network by participating in the arts programme. New friendships
were made between people from different generations and cultures who came
together to make and share their work; local school children developed friendships
with previously isolated older people through Making Time, vulnerable young people
formed new friendships at the youth theatre workshops during the first two years
of the programme, young adults met with other young people their age at Phoenix
Theatre, local people of all ages came together to sing and make friends at the
community choir, and adults of all ages and cultures developed friendships through
the Thursdays drama group.
More than 500 free participatory arts workshops were delivered by acta facilitators at
the acta centre over the three years.
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The local community also benefitted through the public presentation of their stories
– 17 original shows were performed by Get Together groups at the acta theatre
over the three years, with a total of 47 performances engaging 3,317 audience
attendances.
A total of 338 people of all ages had evidenced improved confidence and
transferable skills as a result of their engagement in weekly workshops by the
end of the three year programme - 166 people in the first year of this programme
(2015/16), with an additional 134 new people joining weekly activities in the second
year (2016/17), and 38 in the final year (2017/18).
104 vulnerable young people and young adults participated in weekly creative
community activities and reported improved confidence, communication skills,
presentation skills and readiness for employment as a result of their involvement.
Many also reported improved self-esteem and motivation which they attributed to
their engagement.
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90 isolated older people engaged in intergenerational workshops and projects Making Time, Day Trippers, the community choir and the Thursdays - reporting new
friendships and improved emotional wellbeing as a result of their engagement in the
arts and social activities.
A total of 150 beneficiaries of all ages and cultures reported improved self-esteem
and better emotional well-being as a result of their engagement in project activities:
“You have to confront your anxiety… afterwards I feel better…
a sense of achievement … it gives me a purpose…
should be available on the NHS!”
- acta workshop participants.

Image: ‘A Bit of Imagination’ by Mark Simmons
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Engagement

Developing relationships of trust with partners, family and friends and with
participants themselves, is a key element of successfully engaging the most isolated
and vulnerable. For many, an introduction to the organisation, (the building, the
people and the arts workshops) as an audience member, provides some excitement,
together with a degree of trust and security to motivate potential participants to take
part in a workshop. For others, an opportunity to visit outside of a workshop has
been an invaluable introduction to make attendance at the first workshop a little
easier.

Attitude to risk

Initial participant engagement in one weekly activity, often Making Time or the
community choir, which feel safer for new people uncertain about performing
on stage for the first time, has enabled people to develop their confidence and
relationships to a point when they are prepared to try something else, a different
weekly workshop that perhaps presents more risk.

Image: ‘High & Dry’ by Mark Simmons

Bringing people together

The programme has enabled acta to develop its capacity to bring different groups
of people together with a clear purpose. The intergenerational workshops with local
schools, bringing together isolated older people with primary school aged children,
with a creative learning purpose, have been particularly beneficial for all participants.
Other weekly groups, particularly the community choir and The Thursdays, provided
an intergenerational mix on a regular weekly basis. Participants and audiences alike
appreciate the apparent ease with which the programme has enabled people of
different ages to work together for a common purpose.

Tackling loneliness

We were particularly interested in the success of the Day Trippers pilot, which was
inspired both by the campaign to end loneliness and the opportunities offered by
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this programme in the extended acta centre. We invited volunteers from existing
acta groups to work alongside acta staff to support the lunch club, transport and
activities, and started to engage people with very high levels of vulnerability who
reported substantial progress. There were some significant challenges in the setting
up of Day Trippers, which used an innovative new project structure, but it was
achieved by combining the resources of the experienced acta team, the extended
building, some committed and more experienced acta participants and the financial
resources provided by this programme. Perhaps most significantly of all, there was
major progress made in terms of developing communications to ensure referrals of
some of the most isolated people living in our local area.

Volunteering

Participants have grown in their confidence and social skills through their
involvement in the programme to become regular and useful volunteers.
Whilst they themselves have their own vulnerabilities and needs, they are able
to recognise the need of others, and have responded to acta requests to help
out – making lunch, supporting transport to workshops, making props for a show,
befriending new joiners.

Ownership

Although the artistic process and whole approach at acta has participant ownership
at its heart, the Company continues to be surprised by the degree of ownership
that participants have developed through the Get Together programme. There is a
real ownership of the workshops, the acta centre building and resources, and the
organisation itself. Participants confidently input into project design, for example
recommending new songs to sing in the community choir, or proposals in Phoenix
or the Thursdays as to what sort of audience they want to create their next show
for. The programme set out to develop a responsibility for the local environment and
community by offering a series of challenges with real purpose. Get Together has
succeeded in really highlighting the areas of need within the local community, and

Image: ‘Time Travel is Only a Stone’s Throw Away’ by Mark Simmons
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helped to develop community action; bringing groups together to care for each other
through sharing in the creative process. Group members are witnessed regularly
inviting and encouraging potential joiners to come along to take part.

Best value

The programme has encouraged acta to consider how to make the most of
the resources it has available. There has been a degree of flexibility within the
programme delivery that has enabled the Company to respond to need and to
invest in what is working well. The extension and refurbishment of the acta centre
building in 2015, immediately before the start of this programme, provided some
excellent new opportunities for delivery of this programme. For example, the acta
Communications Coordinator has worked from the front reception desk in the
new foyer, and has been a vital point of communication for vulnerable participants
of all ages. The welcoming new Theatre Bar space has also been significant for
delivery of this programme. Whilst the focus for the project has been the five weekly
participatory workshops, local people have used the building throughout the week,
popping in to book tickets for a show or event, or to find out what’s happening
between sessions.

key to ensuring the high quality performances that were achieved throughout the
programme.

Growing need

Whilst the programme has achieved some significant successes for individuals and
the local community, the need for these services continues to grow. There remains
a lack of accessible opportunities, creative or otherwise, for different age groups
to meet, share and work together to make a positive contribution. In particular,
the isolation of both vulnerable young people and disabled older people remains.
At the end of this programme, there are a number of participants who have made
significant progress, but nevertheless require an ongoing service to ensure this
is sustained. At the same time, new vulnerable people continue to be referred
to the Company, who are looking for weekly participatory arts activities, to build
friendships, improve their well-being and to get involved and make a difference to
their local community.

Focus on process

In a distinct development from the first Get Together programme in 2011 – 15, and
in contrast to other community theatre projects delivered by the Company, this
second Get Together programme was very much focused on the weekly workshop
process; achieving progress in outcomes for workshop participants – reducing
isolation, improving confidence and well-being. Whilst the acta process requires
groups to work towards an end product, in order to achieve a sense of purpose
and an opportunity to share with others, throughout this programme facilitators
were focused on the quality of each workshop for every participant involved, and
would not allow the quality of the artistic product to take priority above the needs
of individual participants. This empathy and care for vulnerable participants was

Image: ‘High & Dry’ by Mark Simmons
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Resilience and sustainability

Image: ‘Time Travel is Only a Stone’s Throw Away’ by Mark Simmons

The seven year period of the two Get Together programmes, 2011 – 18, has
provided the time needed for the Company to develop long-term relationships
with individual participants and the local community, in order to make a significant
difference to people’s lives. Additionally, the fact that the Company is based at the
acta centre, and has built a theatre space within this local community, has enabled
the Get Together programme to respond to different needs with some flexibility and
to make a significant commitment to the area.
In the immediate future, the Company is looking to consolidate the Bedminster
programme, both to address the continued local need, and in order to use it as a
springboard to develop the model (s), so that acta and partners can use it in other
areas of high need across the City. Whlist the youth theatre group secured three
year funding from the Youth Investment Fund in 2017 (together with other acta youth
theatres across the City), acta has sought funding support for the other five weekly
groups that made up the programme to continue over the year ahead. This has been
a challenge, in a climate of austerity and statutory budget cuts, but the Company
has achieved some success with small grants from charitable trusts:Making Time continues with the structure developed last year (the Day Trippers
model, with a volunteer team providing transport and a hot meal), with funding
support secured from Quartet Community Foundation, John James & Ernest Hecht.
Workshops are working towards a new intergenerational event with local school
children to take place in the new year.
The Thursdays are continuing with support from acta’s Stories programme, funded
by Paul Hamlyn Foundation, working to perform Plastic Fantastic in October 2018,
and will then devise a new show to perform in June 2019.
Phoenix Theatre has secured support from the local Nisbet Trust, and are currently
rehearsing their next production, The Underworld, performing in November 2018.
acta Company will be producing the festive family show at acta in December 2018,
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Circus of Marvels, but without additional project funding, this project is looking to
secure production costs from the box office income. Ticket prices for acta theatre
shows have always been kept low or free, as part of an audience development
strategy to engage people in theatre for the first time, many of whom are living in
poverty. Prices have increased slightly for the show this year, but it will remain the
most affordable show in Bristol for family audiences. The success of this approach
will be reviewed, but is a part of acta’s plan to examine how the Company can
develop its earned income to increase the overall resilience of the organisation.
The community choir discussed continuing beyond Get Together as an independent
organisation, meeting at the acta centre and commissioning acta to deliver elements
of its programme, thus enabling them to access lottery and other small funding
opportunities. Under the umbrella of Way Out West (WOW), a local neighbourhood
community partnership, choir were successful in securing lottery support (Pitch
Your Project) for the year ahead, and acta has also secured a small grant from
Quartet Community Foundation. Additionally, choir members organised a series of
fundraising events at their summer concert.
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